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What is it? 
  
A standalone unit that delivers phantom power to two 
microphone channels. 
  

What does it do? 
  
When you feed your condenser microphone with standard phantom power (from your mixing desk, 
your audio interface or your microphone pre-amp) you will notice that the electronic circuit for 
phantom power, by definition, produces some distortion and influences the level of the signal.  There 
is room for improvement of the signal that reaches your recording gear in terms of distortion and noise 
floor, especially the level of the odd harmonics and the signal to noise ratio.  True Phantom claims to 
realise these improvements. 
  

What does it do for you? 
  
You can bring the sound quality of your condenser microphone to a higher level.  Especially when you 
already use high-end microphones, you can bring them to the next level.  The signal from your 
microphone sounds cleaner and the soundstage sounds "looser". 
  

What I think about it? 
  
The improvement is more than clear.  The high tones are more beautiful and more transparent and 
details in lower sound levels - like ambient sounds and alien sounds of the instruments - are 
registered better.  I think that you will become very happy with the True Phantom when you use it with 
a pair of top mics in a stereo recording.  If you do multitrack and or close miking recording on a critical 
level, the benefits are still there but if you are not content with your microphones, this is not the way to 
solve that problem.  Top microphones will be even better with True Phantom.  
  

Something more? 
  
The price seems to be high, but if you compare it with other high end gear and the fact that it is a 
stereo device, than the price is OK.  Anyway, Triton Audio has a range of tools to improve 
microphones, regardless if it is a dynamic, condenser, electret or ribbon microphone. 
A chip version of the True Phantom is in development by which manufacturers can implement the 
same technology in their mixing desks and mic-preamps. 
 
 

True Phantom includes:  XLR in/out • blocking capacitors by-pass switch • ground lift switch 
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True Phantom is distributed in the UK by:   Sound-Link ProAudio 
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